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Abstract 4 

The traditional building code compliance checking process mainly relies on design reviewers to 5 

review design documents  or models manually. The intensive manual effort needed makes this 6 

process time-consuming, costly, and error-prone. Automated compliance checking (ACC) could be 7 

a promising upgrade of the traditional manual code compliance checking. With a reduced workload 8 

on design reviewers, ACC is cheaper, faster, and immune to human errors. To support ACC, building 9 

code requirements need to be represented in a computer-processable format to enable automated 10 

reasoning, which will in turn allow an automated assessment of the building design’s compliance 11 

status with building codes. A major limitation of many existing ACC systems/methods is their 12 

limited range of checkable building code requirements. To address that, the state of the art uses 13 

pattern matching-based rules to transform building code requirements into computable formats 14 

automatically, but the ruleset was developed and tested only on a few chapters of building code 15 

requirements. An efficient ruleset expansion method is needed to increase its range of checkable 16 

building code requirements at a low cost to bring ACC systems closer to full deployment. In this 17 

paper, the authors proposed a new regulatory information transformation ruleset expansion method 18 

for expanding an existing ruleset. This method can expand the range of checkable code requirements 19 

of ACC systems without significant manual effort. The proposed ruleset expansion method takes an 20 

iterative approach to ensure the generality and validity of new pattern matching -based rules and the 21 

quality of information transformation results. The expanded ruleset was tested on generating logic 22 

clauses from Chapter 5 of the International Building Code 2015. Compared to the baseline ruleset, 23 

the expanded ruleset increased the predicate-level precision, recall, and F1-score of the logic clause 24 

generation by 10.44%, 25.72%, and 18.02%, to 95.17%, 96.60%, and 95.88%, respectively.   25 

1. Introduction 26 

A broad range of building codes govern the architecture, engineering, and construction (AEC) 27 

industry. There are building codes that are applicable to an entire building, such as the International 28 

Building Code (IBC) [1] and the International Fire Code (IFC) [2], or building codes that are 29 

applicable to a part/component of a building, such as the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating  30 

and Air-Conditioning Engineers  (ASHRAE) Standard 90.1 and the International Energy 31 
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Conservation Code (IECC). The number of existing building codes is large. For example, the State 32 

of Indiana enforces over 50 different construction-related codes, standards and other regulations [3]. 33 

The large amount of existing building codes makes traditional manual code compliance checking 34 

suffer from three major limitations: (1) a long review process, (2) high review cost, and (3) tendency 35 

to have human errors and omissions in review results [4-6]. A traditional code compliance checking 36 

process involves multiple review cycles  and interactions between design reviewers and building 37 

designers. In each design review cycle, building designers submit their designs to design reviewers. 38 

If the designs have omissions or mistakes, design reviewers  will return them to the building 39 

designers and ask for additional information or revisions. The interaction between building 40 

designers and design reviewers continues until the design reviewers are confident that there is no 41 

omission or mistake in the design anymore, at which point a building permit will be issued. 42 

Traditional code compliance checking is a long and expensive process. For example, the average 43 

turnaround time for issuing a building permit is 73 days and the minimum cost is 302 dollars in 44 

Chicago [7,8].  45 

A potential solution to address the limitations of traditional manual code compliance checking is 46 

automated compliance checking (ACC). In ACC, software and algorithms reduce the workload of 47 

design reviewers by automatically checking building designs against building codes. By making the 48 

job of design reviewers easier, ACC is expected to cost less money, consume less time, and generate 49 

fewer errors than the traditional code compliance checking approach [9]. The potential benefits of 50 

ACC also include: (1) facilitating the adoption of building information modeling (BIM) in the AEC 51 

industry [10,11], (2) promoting a common information exchange format in the AEC industry [12], 52 

and (3) encouraging the use of computing techniques such as natural language processing (NLP) 53 

and logic reasoning in the AEC industry [13]. Given all the benefits, the exploration of ACC dates 54 

back to the 1960s, when Fenves [14] developed a decision table system to check the design of steel 55 

structures against the American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) specifications. The success 56 

of Fenves paved the road to more complex ACC systems. For example, Garrett and Fenves [15] 57 

proposed the use of information networks to represent design standards in the ACC systems. At the 58 

same time, the boom of expert systems gave birth to expert ACC systems, such as the Standard 59 

Interface for Computer-Aided Design (SICAD) [16], the Standards Processing Expert (SPEX) [17], 60 

and the Design Prototype system [18].  61 

Prior attempts at expert ACC systems ceased in the 1990s due to their high maintenance cost, but 62 

more complex expert ACC systems, such as the BCAider and the DesignCheck [19], emerged in the 63 

early 2000s [20]. In addition to expert ACC systems that aim to check general building codes, some 64 

expert ACC systems focus on building codes in a specific domain, such as (1) the Fire-Code 65 

Analyzer that checks the compliance of fire protection codes in New Zealand [17], (2) the Life 66 

Safety Code Advisor that checks against the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) safety 67 

code in the United States, and (3) the TALLEX that checks compliance of tall buildings in the United 68 

Arab Emirates (UAE) [21]. The introduction of BIM as a digital representation of buildings led to 69 

the advancement of BIM-based ACC systems. Solibri Model Checker (SMC) started as a BIM 70 

validation tool, but automated code compliance checking plugins soon evolved [22]. The 71 
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DesignCheck checks BIM of a building against accessibility regulations  [19]. The Construction and 72 

Real Estate Network (CORENET) project by the Singapore government checks BIM, instead of 73 

paper-based design documents, against barrier-free access codes and fire codes. The KBimCode can 74 

check BIM against South Korea’s building codes [23].  75 

Despite all the development and advancement of ACC systems, existing ACC systems still rely on 76 

domain experts to extract building code requirements and formalize them into a computer-77 

processable format [24,25], such as decision tables [9], knowledge models [26], or structured 78 

rulesets [27]. The high cost and long duration involved in this manual process  prevent a 79 

comprehensive testing of the regulatory information coverage of ACC systems . Many existing ACC 80 

systems only focus on a specific range of building code provisions for this reason. For example, 81 

Nguyen [28] proposed an ACC computing framework by manually converting two chapters of the 82 

International Building Code (IBC) to a hierarchical data structure. Nawari [29] manually translated 83 

a portion of the National Green Building Code Standard (ICC 700-2008) to the extensible markup  84 

language (XML) format. These efforts in academia successfully proved the concepts of many 85 

promising ACC systems, but their limited range of checkable building code requirements  prevented 86 

their full-fledged industry adoption. The large amount of manual effort required to convert build ing 87 

codes in natural language to a computer-processable structured format hindered the full deployment 88 

of ACC systems in the AEC industry. Vendors of commercial ACC systems believed that they could 89 

convert enough building code requirements and achieve automated code compliance checking by 90 

hiring domain experts. However, the high cost of manual conversion led to this idea tested  91 

uneconomic, and most related attempts ceased in the 1990s. 92 

To enhance the practicality of ACC systems, the extraction and transformation of building code 93 

requirements from a wider range of sources need to be automated. Fully automated processing of a 94 

wide range of building code requirements is a key functionality of envisioned future ACC systems. 95 

The authors proposed a ruleset expansion method to expand the range of checkable building code 96 

requirements of ACC systems that use a pattern matching-based regulatory information 97 

transformation ruleset to automatically transform building codes from natural language to 98 

computable logic clauses that support automated reasoning. This type of system [30], although fully-99 

automated, has a limited range of checkable building code requirements in its current 100 

implementations. The existing automated building code transformation method [31] was established 101 

based on the assumption that a set of common patterns  exist that could be used to analyze the various 102 

information elements encoded in building code requirements and transform them to an unambiguous 103 

and computable representation. It was not clear, however, how large this set of common patterns 104 

should be. As a result, based on this assumption, although theoretically there exists a “superset” of 105 

common patterns, in practice, it is likely that we will need to adopt a data-driven approach to 106 

accumulatively grow an existing set of common patterns to asymptotically approach that theoretical 107 

“superset.” In line with that, the existing set of common patterns (or ruleset of pattern matching-108 

based rules) needs to be continuously expanded to cover otherwise missed regulatory information 109 

when they are applied to unfamiliar building codes. More pattern matching -based rules are needed 110 

to bring them to practice in the AEC industry.  111 
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In this paper, the authors proposed a ruleset expansion method to expand the range of building code 112 

requirements that ACC systems can extract and transform in an efficient manner. The ruleset 113 

expansion method needs to control two aspects: (1) the validity of the ruleset, and (2) the generality 114 

of the ruleset. The proposed method therefore takes an iterative approach to pursue a balanced 115 

validity and generality of added rules while maintaining the compatibility of added rules with 116 

existing rules. The proposed method is designed to support ACC systems that check 3D digital BIM 117 

models of building designs. The design information extraction module of the ACC systems extracts 118 

building design information through a series of information extraction and transformation 119 

algorithms [32]. Then, the extracted building design information and automatically generated logic 120 

clauses are sent to the compliance checking reasoning module to generate compliance checking 121 

results [25,33,34]. Methods that extract building design information from BIM or IFC files have 122 

been well developed [35,36]. While the proposed method in this paper focuses on producing logic 123 

clauses that work with BIMs, it can potentially be used with building plans and drawings as well. 124 

The extraction of building design information from building plans and drawings could be a 125 

promising direction for future research.  126 

2. Background 127 

2.1 Natural Language Processing 128 

Chowdhury defines natural language processing (NLP) as “an area of research and application that 129 

explores how computers can be used to understand and manipulate natural language text or speech 130 

to do useful things [37].” NLP includes a wide range of tasks , such as (1) information retrieval [38], 131 

(2) information extraction [39], (3) text classification [40], (4) text generation [41], (5) text  132 

summarization [42], (6) question answering [43], (7) machine translation [44], and (8) speech 133 

recognition [45]. There are two main approaches to accomplishing NLP tasks : the rule-based 134 

approach and the machine learning-based approach [46]. Rule-based NLP systems may require 135 

manual effort in rule generation, but usually outperform machine learning-based NLP systems in a 136 

specific task or in a specific domain [47]. Machine learning-based NLP systems can be further 137 

classified into “shallow” learning systems and “deep” learning systems based on the types of 138 

machine learning models they use. “Shallow” learning systems use traditional machine learning 139 

algorithms, such as support vector machines (SVMs) or decision trees, and require manual feature 140 

engineering. Deep learning systems use neural networks and do not require manual feature 141 

engineering [48]. There is no lack of efforts to use NLP in the AEC domain. For example, Tixier et 142 

al. [49] used NLP to extract the reasons for accidents from construction injury reports. Lin et al. [50] 143 

used NLP technologies to extract information from BIM. ACC research also uses NLP techniques 144 

to process building codes, for matching between concepts in building codes and concepts in BIM 145 

[51], and for converting building codes to logic clauses that support automated reasoning [52]. 146 
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2.2 Part-of-Speech 147 

Part-of-speech (POS) of a word represents its lexical and syntactic function in a sentence [43]. 148 

English words have eight basic POS categories: (1) noun, (2) verb, (3) adjective, (4) adverb, (5) 149 

pronoun, (6) preposition, (7) conjunction, and (8) interjection [54]. The same word may have 150 

different POS categories in different contexts. For example, the word “run” could be a verb in its 151 

simple present tense or past perfect tense depending on the context. In NLP systems, words are 152 

categorized into more specific POS categories to represent text more informatively. For example, 153 

the Penn Treebank Corpus classifies words into 36 POS categories [55] and the Brown corpus has 154 

179 POS categories [56]. In the development of the Penn Treebank Corpus and the Brown Corpus 155 

above, human annotators manually assigned words to different POS categories according to their 156 

understanding of the English language and the contexts of the words. POS tagging software, which 157 

is commonly called “POS taggers,” could replace annotators’ manual effort in this task. POS taggers 158 

automatically determine the POS category of a word using its contextual information in an 159 

algorithmic manner [57]. POS taggers began with rule-based taggers that used a set of rules to 160 

determine the POS categories of words. These rules can be compiled by experts [58] or extracted 161 

from text algorithmically [53]. With the development and integration of machine learning, POS 162 

taggers shifted to the use of statistical models. For example, Giménez and Marquez [59] used one 163 

SVMs model to determine POS categories of known words and another SVMs model to predict 164 

those of unknown words. Brants [60] developed a POS tagger which uses Hidden Markov Models 165 

(HMM) to capture dependencies among words and determine the POS categories of words by their 166 

inter-dependencies. Plank et al. [61] proposed the use of bi-directional neural networks to 167 

accomplish multilingual POS tagging. POS tagging is an important early step of many NLP systems 168 

[59]. 169 

2.3 Ontology 170 

Ontology is the explicit and formal description of knowledge through relationships among concepts 171 

in a domain [62]. In 1999, the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) first developed the Resource 172 

Description Framework (RDF) language for ontology [63]. Then, it collaborated with the Defense 173 

Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) to extend the RDF into a more expressive DARPA 174 

Agent Markup Language (DAML) [64] [65]. After that, many ontologies emerged, either for a 175 

specific domain (e.g., medical) [66] or for general-purpose [67]. Ontology is used to: (1) analyze 176 

and reuse domain knowledge, (2) share structured domain knowledge among people and software, 177 

(3) specify domain assumptions, and (4) distinguish domain knowledge from operational knowledge 178 

[68].  179 
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2.4 Text Similarity Measurements 180 

Text similarity is an important benchmark in NLP. There are many ways to measure the similarity  181 

between text strings [69]. Text similarity can be measured by comparing words or characters in text 182 

strings. For example, the Levenshtein Distance [70] [71] measures the minimum number of single 183 

character transformations needed to convert one string to another. In Levenshtein Distance, 0 means 184 

two strings are identical, and the larger it is, the less similar the two strings are, with no strict upper 185 

bound. The Jaccard Distance, on the other hand, measures the number of items shared by two sets 186 

[72]. In the Jaccard distance, 0 means two sets are identical, and 1 means two sets share no common 187 

items. The Jaro Winkler Similarity [73] is an extension of the Levenshtein Distance. By normalizing  188 

the Levenshtein Distance with the length of the text string, the Jaro Winkler Similarity ranges from 189 

0 to 1. In the Jaro Winkler Similarity, 0 means two text strings are completely different and 1 means 190 

two text strings are the same.  191 

The inability to measure similarity between word meanings is one limitation of measuring text  192 

similarity at the word and character levels. One potential solution to the problem is representing 193 

words (and their contexts) as vectors in high-dimensional spaces. Popular text vectorization 194 

techniques include, for example, Word2Vec [74], FastText [75], and Glove [76]. The distance 195 

between meanings of the two words and their contexts can be measured by the cosine distance 196 

between the two vectors. 197 

3. Methodology 198 

The proposed method expands the range of processable building code requirements by adding new 199 

pattern matching-based rules to an existing ruleset. The pattern matching-based rules capture 200 

regulatory information in building codes and convert the captured information to logic clauses. The 201 

pattern matching-based rules consider both syntactic information, which is provided by POS tags 202 

(e.g., the word “height” in the phrase “building height” is a noun because it has a POS tag “NN”), 203 

and sematic information, which is provided by an ontology (e.g., the phrase “less than” after an 204 

attribute and before a value means that the attribute value must be smaller than the specified value, 205 

and the phrase “minimum clearance” means the attribute “clearance” must be greater than or equal 206 

to a specified value). For example, the pattern “subject, conjunction, subject” can be used to extract 207 

the regulatory information of which two subjects are in equivalent status. The conjunction (i.e., and, 208 

or) is a label by the POS tagger. Subjects, which were labeled as noun by the POS tagger, were 209 

further labeled as subjects after feature enhancement by the ontology. The pattern matching -based 210 

rules regulate how this method extracts building code requirements and converts them to logic 211 

causes. The logic clauses represent building code requirements in a strict horn clause (HC) format  212 

in B-Prolog syntax to avoid ambiguity in natural language and facilitate automated reasoning by the 213 

logic reasoner. 214 

Each logic clause has a left-hand side and a right-hand side, separated by the delimiter “:-”. The 215 
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left-hand side is the head of the logic clause that represents the subject of compliance checking in 216 

the logic clause, i.e., the building design component that this code requirement governs. The subject 217 

of compliance can be an entire building, a component of a building, a certain attribute of a building, 218 

or an attribute of a building component. The predicates on the right -hand side of the delimiter “:-” 219 

(i.e., in the body of the logic clause) are conditions that the subject of compliance need to meet to 220 

comply with the building code requirement. This logic clause indicates that if all predicates on the 221 

right-hand side of the delimiter “:-” are evaluated to True, then the predicate on the left-hand side 222 

of the delimiter “:-” will also be evaluated to True. In the context of this study, it means that if the 223 

subject of compliance meets all the conditions of the corresponding building code requirement, it is 224 

then considered to be compliant with the building code requirement. In the logic clauses, the 225 

conjunction relation (i.e., AND) is represented as a comma “,” and the disjunction relation (i.e., OR) 226 

is represented as a semicolon “;”. 227 

One manually generated logic clause example as part of the gold standard (see details in Section 4.2 228 

- Gold Standard Generation) is provided in Figure 1. The “Travel_distance” in Figure 1 is the subject 229 

of compliance and the predicates on the right-hand side describe the building code requirement that 230 

the “Travel_distance” need to comply with. Each predicate describes one condition that the subject 231 

needs to satisfy to comply with in the building code requirement described in the logic clause. If all 232 

of the predicates on the right-hand side are evaluated to true, the ACC system will then determine 233 

the building design to be in compliance with the corresponding building code requirement. More 234 

specifically, the predicates “from(Travel_distance, Accessible_space), to(Travel_distance, 235 

Area_of_refugee)” describe that the travel distance is measured from the accessible space to the 236 

refugee area. The predicate “in_accordance_with(Travel_distance_2, section_1017_1)” describes 237 

that the travel distance is specified in Section 1017.1 of the IBC 2015. The predicates “not 238 

greater_than(Travel_distance, Travel_distance_2)” require the travel distance from the accessible 239 

space to the area of refugee to be no greater than the travel distance specified in Section 1017.1 of 240 

the IBC 2015. Other predicates in the logic clause are required by the strict HC format in B-Prolog  241 

syntax for this logic rule to execute. Overall, this logic clause describes the building code 242 

requirement that the maximum travel distance from an accessible space to an area of refugee should 243 

not be greater than the travel distance specified in Section 1017.1 of the IBC 2015. 244 

 245 

Figure 1. Example Logic Clause. 246 
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 247 

In the manual transformation of building code, domain experts complete the transformation based 248 

on their understanding of building code requirements. In our automated transformation, a pattern 249 

matching-based regulatory information transformation ruleset is used to complete this 250 

transformation automatically. To support the matching pattern development in the ruleset, building 251 

codes undergo feature enhancement by POS tagging and ontology matching (Figure 2).  252 

 253 

Figure 2. Automated Logic Clause Generation. 254 

 255 

The goal of this research is to develop an efficient and effective method to extend an existing pattern 256 

matching-based regulatory information transformation ruleset. Although it is possible to develop a 257 

new ruleset from scratch, the authors chose to expand an existing ruleset developed by Zhang and 258 

El-Gohary [31], based on the assumption that asymptotic full coverage of building codes could be 259 

achieved by expanding an existing ruleset. In addition, expanding an existing ruleset, instead of 260 

generating new rulesets, has the benefits of: (1) reducing rule generation workload, and (2) allowing  261 

the expanded ruleset to capture patterns absent in the training dataset, while maintaining the 262 

compatibility of the expanded ruleset with the automated building code compliance checking system. 263 

The expansion of an existing ruleset requires new rules to be added. The added rules must meet 264 

certain standards or have certain characteristics to realize the benefit goals above. For example, the 265 

amount of effort/time spent on new rules development should be significantly less than (e.g., no 266 

greater than 20% of) the development of the original ruleset. To achieve the first goal, the number 267 

of added rules should be small. To achieve the second goal, the process of adding new rules needs 268 

to be selective. The added rules should be valid and general. A rule is valid when it correctly extracts 269 

the regulatory information it is designed to extract. A rule is considered general when it has been 270 

applied at least twice in the training dataset. The combination of multiple valid and simple pattern 271 

matching-based rules can be used to represent more complex patterns in building codes. The added 272 

rules also need to be general to capture patterns that are not in the training data. Building codes are 273 

legal documents composed by a panel of experts following strict guidelines. Therefore, the same 274 

patterns may be shared by different chapters of the building code. The generality requirement allows 275 

pattern matching-based rules to capture common patterns shared by different chapters of building 276 

codes, or different building codes. Different building codes, or at least different chapters in one 277 

building code, should follow a set of common patterns, according to Eng lish grammar and the way 278 

building codes were compiled. The ruleset expansion method proposed in this research is designed 279 
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to ensure the generality and validity of added rules. The transformation rule generation and 280 

validation are manually conducted in the proposed method. However, once the transformation rules 281 

are generated and validated, they can be used to automatically transform building code requirements 282 

into logic clauses.  283 

3.1 Ruleset Expansion Method 284 

The proposed ruleset expansion method takes an iterative approach to add new rules into an existing 285 

regulatory information transformation ruleset. The goal of this research is to develop an efficient 286 

method to expand an existing pattern matching-based regulatory information transformation ruleset 287 

and ensure the generality and expandability of the added rules. To achieve this goal, the authors 288 

should identify missing regulatory information and generate new rules to capture it. There are two 289 

approaches to completing this task: (1) identify all missed regulatory information and generate 290 

corresponding rules in a single pass, or (2) identify one piece of missed regulatory information at a 291 

time, generate a rule to capture the missed information, review the performance of the new rule, 292 

modify the new rule, and then proceed to the next iteration of identifying missed information. Both 293 

approaches can generate a ruleset that captures all regulatory information. However, the first 294 

approach does not consider the validity and generality of the added rules and the interaction among 295 

them (i.e., multiple rules may match the same regulatory information). The second approach 296 

iteratively adds new rules and tests them before they are eventually added to the ruleset. The second 297 

approach has the potential to generate more valid and general rules than the first approach. What 298 

really distinguishes the first and second approaches is the granularity of pattern matching-based 299 

rules. The first approach aims to extract regulatory information at the chapter level or even at the 300 

whole building code level. Whereas the second approach extracts regulatory information at the 301 

sentence level. Because logic clauses are generated at the sentence level, the second approach 302 

naturally fits better. In addition, the shorter the pattern lengths are, the more flexible they become 303 

and the better scalability the whole ruleset will have. Patterns may match the whole sentence of a 304 

building code requirement or (most likely) part of a sentence. Data-driven expansion of the existing 305 

ruleset is also made possible through the second approach, whereas it would not have been possible 306 

with the first approach. Previous rule-based NLP applications [58,77,78] with manually developed 307 

rules also supported this point. Testing rules one-by-one before they are added to the ruleset is also 308 

a more rigorous rule development process than generating all the rules and testing them together.  309 

Because of the above-mentioned advantages, the ruleset expansion method proposed in this research 310 

takes the second approach, which is shown in Figure 3. One candidate pattern matching -based rule 311 

is generated to capture missing regulatory information one piece at a time, until all the missed 312 

regulatory information in the training dataset is captured. A version of logic clauses is first generated 313 

by the ruleset to identify missing regulatory information. If an instance of missing regulatory 314 

information is identified in this version of logic clauses, a candidate pattern matching-based rule is 315 

generated to extract it. The candidate pattern matching-based rule will be added to the ruleset if it is 316 

proven to be general and valid. The generality and validity of the candidate rule are tested by 317 
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inspecting a new version of logic clauses generated by the ruleset when the candidate rule is included. 318 

A valid rule must correctly extract the information it is designed to extract and does not introduce 319 

errors when it is applied to other parts of the training text. A general rule needs to be able to be 320 

applied at least twice in the training dataset, which means it should be applied at least once outside 321 

of the sentence it is extracted from. The validity of a rule has higher priority than its generality. If 322 

the rule introduces any errors in the training text, it will be modified until it introduces no errors. At 323 

the same time, the validity of rules will not be sacrificed to make a new rule general. It is possible 324 

that a pattern appears only once in the training text, and it is still necessary to capture an instance of 325 

regulatory information. The ruleset expansion process continues until the expanded ruleset captures 326 

all the regulatory information in the training data. 327 

 328 

 329 

Figure 3. Ruleset Expansion Method. 330 

3.2 Feature Enhancement 331 

The building codes are first enhanced by POS tagging and ontology matching, to generate extra 332 

features. The enhanced building codes are more informative and support more complex operations 333 

than the original building codes without extra features. Building codes are labeled with information 334 

tags in this step. Extra features can provide more information about building code expression 335 

patterns and, therefore, increase the performance of pattern matching-based rules. To understand 336 

building codes, it requires knowledge both of the English language and of the AEC domain. The 337 

feature enhancement makes the ACC system better at processing building codes by introducing such 338 

knowledge to the ACC system. The authors apply POS tagging to generate syntactic features  (i.e., 339 

for knowledge of the English language) and apply ontology matching to introduce AEC domain 340 

knowledge in this step. 341 

The ACC system uses POS tagging, which captures the grammatical roles of words in a sentence, 342 

to generate syntactic features from building code. The same word in different POS categories can 343 

have distinct meanings. For example, when the word “run” is a verb, it means an action of moving 344 

through a space. When the word “run” is a noun, it refers to a physical object. Therefore, syntactic 345 

features together with semantic features can disambiguate words in building codes. For example, 346 

when the word “runs” is a noun in the sentence “The extensions of handrails shall be in the same 347 

direction of the flights of stairs at stairways and the ramp runs at ramps ” [1] (Section 1014.6 of IBC 348 
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2015), it represents a physical object with attributes governed by the building code. However, when 349 

the word “runs” is a verb in the sentence “Where a partition containing piping runs parallel to the 350 

floor joists” [1] (Section 2308.5.8 of IBC 2015), such a possibility can be ruled out. In this research, 351 

the authors used the A Nearly-New Information Extraction System (ANNIE) POS tagger in the 352 

General Architecture for Text Engineering (GATE) [80] with proven performance in tagging 353 

building codes to generate accurate syntactic features. Such external POS taggers, which were 354 

trained on a larger body of text and fine-tuned by domain experts, can bring additional grammatical 355 

knowledge to the ACC system. 356 

The ACC system also uses an ontology to introduce AEC domain knowledge for logic clause 357 

generation. In manual code compliance checking, reviewers already have domain knowledge 358 

needed to understand building codes, based on their education, training, and experience. However, 359 

in ACC systems, such knowledge needs to be explicitly provided. An ontology allows the ACC 360 

system to access domain knowledge and consider domain knowledge in rule generation. For 361 

example, with an ontology, the method can treat “International Fire Code” and “automatic sprinkler 362 

system” as integral phrases instead of multiple individual words. It also makes the method treat 363 

“inches” and “feet” as units specifying a numerical constraint, instead of regular nouns. In addition, 364 

the ontology also supports the disambiguation of vague terms. 365 

The used ontology has two main types of items: (1) essential information, and (2) secondary 366 

information. Essential information includes: (1) subject of a particular regulatory requirement (e.g., 367 

building), (2) attribute (e.g., building height), (3) comparative relationship (less than, greater than), 368 

(4) quantity (e.g., value or range of value), (5) quantity unit (e.g., inch, feet), and (6) reference to 369 

other quantity. Secondary information includes restrictions and exceptions. Restrictions mean 370 

constraints to subjects and attributes [26] [31]. For example, in the sentence “Exterior exit stairways 371 

and ramps serving as an element of a required means of egress shall be open on not less than one 372 

side, except for required structural columns, beams, handrails and guards  [1],” “serving as an 373 

element of a required means of egress” is a constraint to “Exterior exit stairways and ramps.” 374 

Exceptions are the conditions where a requirement does not apply. The ontology was created and 375 

tested in a previous study [31]. With an expansion for this specific task, its comprehensiveness is 376 

ensured in the context of this application by enumerating all covered concepts in the corresponding 377 

code requirements. The ontology is also scalable. Similar to the ruleset itself, the ontology could 378 

also be accumulatively and continuously developed to fulfill the need for processing different 379 

building codes, until it reaches or asymptotically approaches the saturated state where any 380 

potentially related concept to building codes is included. It is editable in GATE [80] or using a plain 381 

text editor. Ontology editing tools provide support for the scalability of the ontology as the size and 382 

complexity of the ontology increases. 383 

3.3 Pattern Extraction 384 

There are two approaches to extracting regulatory information from building codes : the top-down 385 

approach, and the bottom-up approach. In the top-down approach, the information extraction 386 
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algorithm constructs a global logic clause framework that matches the overall structure of a sentence 387 

and fills in the building code requirements into the framework. In the bottom-up approach, the 388 

information extraction algorithm captures building code requirements at a local level and assembles 389 

them into a logic clause. The building codes consist of a lot of long and complex sentences with 390 

diverse structures. The versatility and complexity of building code sentences mean s developing 391 

enough sentence-level frameworks to accommodate all sentences in building codes may require a 392 

similar amount of manual effort as directly converting building codes to logic clauses. It is possible 393 

that every sentence, or at least every few sentences, requires a different framework. The authors 394 

propose the use of the bottom-up approach. The complex and versatile structures of building code 395 

sentences may require many complex sentence-level frameworks, but pattern matching-based rules 396 

can assemble these structures from simple local patterns. 397 

4. Experiment 398 

4.1 Ruleset Expansion Experiment 399 

The authors tested the effectiveness of the proposed ruleset expansion method by measuring its 400 

precision, recall, and F1-score in logic clause generation, which in turn tested the generality of the 401 

original ruleset. Chapter 10 of the International Building Code 2015 (IBC 2015) was selected as the 402 

training data for the experiment and Chapter 5 of the IBC 2015 was selected as the testing data. 403 

Zhang and El-Gohary developed the original ruleset based on Chapters 12 and 23 of IBC 2006 [31]. 404 

The authors used the ruleset expansion method to generate new rules based on Chapter 10 of the 405 

IBC 2015 and tested the expanded ruleset on Chapter 5 of the IBC 2015, in comparison with the 406 

original ruleset. 407 

In the first part of the experiment, the original ruleset generated a baseline version of logic clauses 408 

from the training data. The training data was first pre-processed by a POS tagger and an ontology 409 

to generate enhanced features. The POS tagger used in this research is the ANNIE tagger from the 410 

GATE tool [79]. The authors used the ontology developed in [31] with expansions on Chapters 5 411 

and 10 of the International Building Code 2015. After that, the authors used the ruleset expansion 412 

method to expand the original ruleset.  413 

First, the authors identified missing regulatory information and updated the original ruleset with a 414 

candidate pattern matching-based rule to capture the missing regulatory information. For example, 415 

the original ruleset did not have enough patterns to extract all the essential information for 416 

requirements that are described using negation together with a past participle verb, so a 417 

corresponding pattern and candidate rule was added. The expanded ruleset also includes all rules in 418 

the original ruleset. The authors added 64 new rules to the original ruleset, a much smaller number 419 

compared to the 306 rules already in the original ruleset. Two of the 64 new rules were developed 420 

to extract missed regulatory information in the example type mentioned above. One rule with the 421 

pattern “modal verb, negation, base form verb, [adjective, past participle verb, past tense verb ]” was 422 
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generated to extract the regulatory requirement of a subject. This rule can process building code 423 

requirement sentences like “A basement (candidate subject) provided with one exit shall (modal 424 

verb) not (negation) be (base form verb) located (past participle verb) more than one story below 425 

grade plane” (Section 1006.3.2.2 of IBC 2015) [1], and “The area of a Group F-2 or S-2 building 426 

(candidate subject) no more than one story in height shall (modal verb) not (negation) be (base form 427 

verb) limited (past participle verb) where the building is surrounded and adjoined by public ways 428 

or yards not less than 60 feet in width” (Section 507.3 of IBC 2015) [1]. The first subject is extracted 429 

by identifying the first subject candidate to the left of (not necessarily immediately next to) the 430 

relationship. This arrangement makes pattern matching flexible. The rule is both general and valid, 431 

because it was applied twice in the training dataset and correctly extracted the regulatory 432 

information it was designed to extract. Another pattern “candidate subject, preposition, comparative 433 

relation, value, unit” was generated to extract the quantitative regulatory requirement of a subject. 434 

This rule can process building code requirement sentences like, “The ladder or steps shall not 435 

encroach into the required dimensions of the window well (candidate subject) by (preposition) more 436 

than (comparative relation) 6 (value) inches (unit).” (Section 1030.5.2 of IBC 2015) [1]. Only the 437 

“of” relationship between “the required dimension” and “the window well” was extracted by the 438 

original ruleset. The newly added rule was not general in the current training dataset (i.e., it was 439 

applied only once in the training dataset), but it was still valid, because  it correctly extracted the 440 

regulatory information it was designed to extract. Although the rule was not general, it was still 441 

needed to capture an instance of regulatory information. Therefore, it was still added to the ruleset. 442 

The complete set of the 64 rules can be found in Appendix A. In the second part of the experiment, 443 

the expanded ruleset was tested on Chapter 5 of the IBC 2015 to automatically convert building 444 

codes to logic clauses. The automatically generated logical clauses were compared against a gold 445 

standard.  446 

4.2 Gold Standard Generation 447 

Chapters 10 and 5 of the IBC 2015 were transformed into logic clauses by three annotators semi-448 

automatically to create a gold standard of information transformation and logic clause generation. 449 

All three annotators have background AEC knowledge to understand building codes, and necessary 450 

skills to transform building codes into logic clauses. The authors provided the annotators a clear 451 

annotation protocol, a brief training section before annotation, and machine-generated logic clauses 452 

as reference during their annotation. They worked independently without access to the logic clauses 453 

generated by other annotators. However, they were presented with the machine-generated logic 454 

clauses, which could help annotators align with the rule generation mechanism of pattern matching -455 

based rules, achieve higher inter-annotator agreement, and reduce rule generation time. It also 456 

ensures the compatibility of human-generated logic clauses with the automated code compliance 457 

checking system.  458 

Annotators were required to use the exact words that came from the building code in their generated 459 

logic clauses. For example, if the building code uses the word “exterior” for exterior walls, 460 
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annotators must also use the word “exterior” in their generated logic clauses to represent exterior 461 

wall, rather than using “external wall” or other names. Therefore, the problem that annotators may 462 

use different words for the same meaning is prevented. The product of the manual transformation 463 

process was three versions of logic clauses, with each version independently and manually 464 

generated by one of the annotators. After that, annotators reviewed each other’s work and 465 

collectively generated the final gold standard. All annotators agreed that the gold standard represents 466 

the meaning of building codes accurately and approved it.  467 

To evaluate the quality of human-generated logic clauses, the authors measured the similarity 468 

between the logic clauses generated by different annotators. Because annotators transformed the 469 

same building code, they should generate similar logic clauses. A high similarity among human-470 

generated logic clauses of different annotators indicates a high quality of the logic clause generation. 471 

The authors chose to measure logic clause similarity by comparing characters and words at the string 472 

level in this study. While text vectorization and cosine similarity measure the meaning-wise 473 

similarity of natural language text, because the logic clauses generated in this study are not in natural 474 

language and our similarity measurement focuses on the existence of logic clause components rather 475 

than the meaning of the logic clauses, vectorization of text and cosine similarity were therefore not 476 

used. The authors measured the similarity among logic clauses in two different ways: (1) the 477 

Levenshtein Distance and the Jaro Winkler Similarity were used to measure the character-level 478 

similarity between the human-generated logic clauses; and (2) the Jaccard Distance was used to 479 

measure the predicate-level similarity between the human-generated logic clauses. For example, the 480 

Levenshtein Distance, the Jaccard Distance, and the Jaro Winkler Similarity between the two sample 481 

logic clauses in Table 1 were 14, 0.67, and 0.97, respectively. Overall, annotators reached an average 482 

Levenshtein Distance of 6.88, an average Jaccard Distance of 0.63, and an average Jaro Winkler 483 

Similarity of 0.99.  484 

 485 

Table 1. Sample Logic Clauses Generated by Annotators 486 
Building Code Sentence Logic Clause 1 Logic Clause 2 

The maximum width of a 

swinging door leaf shall 
be 48 inches (1219 mm) 

nominal. 

compliance_width_of_swinging_door_leaf257(
Swinging_door_leaf):-

width(Width),swinging_door_leaf(Swinging_d
oor_leaf),has(Swinging_door_leaf,Width), less_

than_or_equal_to(Width,quantity(48,inches)). 

compliance_width_of_swinging_door_leaf2
57(Swinging_door_leaf):-

width(Width),swinging_door_leaf(Swinging
_door_leaf),has(Swinging_door_leaf,Width),

equal_to(Width,quantity(48,inches)). 

 487 

Because text similarity is task-specific, there was no universally applicable standard for it. Instead, 488 

NLP researchers developed their own metrics according to the needs of tasks [80,81]. The 14 489 

Levenshtein Distance seems high, but it does not consider the length of the text string. If the length 490 

of text string is considered, the 0.97 Jaro Winkler Similarity proves that human-generated logic 491 

clauses are similar at the character level. The 0.67 Jaccard Distance is relatively low. It indicates a 492 

significant number of predicates are different in human-generated logic clauses. However, the 493 

difference could be overstated because the Jaccard Distance requires two predicates to be 494 

completely identical in order to be considered the same. If two predicates are off by even one 495 

character, they are still considered different and accounted for in the Jaccard Distance. Combining  496 

the use of all three measures illustrates that human-generated logic clauses are similar in general. If 497 
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two predicates are different, they usually only differ by a few characters. Measurement results using 498 

the three metrics show that the three annotators reached a reasonable alignment and the quality of 499 

the gold standard was good [82,83]. 500 

5. Result 501 

To evaluate the performance of the ruleset expansion method, the machine-generated logic clauses 502 

were compared against the human-generated gold standard. The closer the machine-generated logic 503 

clauses are to the gold standard, the better the pattern matching-based rules are, and therefore, the 504 

better performance the ruleset expansion method is deemed to have. Predicates in logic clauses can 505 

be further broken down into predicate elements (i.e., predicate names or predicate arguments). For 506 

example, the predicate “has(Stairway, Clear_width)” is formed by three elements, “has,” “Stairway,” 507 

and “Clear_width.” Therefore, the authors calculated both predicate-level performance and 508 

predicate element-level performance of the ruleset expansion method. In the predicate-level 509 

performance, the minimum unit of measurement is a predicate. In the predicate element -level 510 

performance, the minimum unit of measurement is a word or phrase. For example, if the gold 511 

standard is “considered_by(Code_change_proposals, 512 

International_fire_code_development_committee),” and the machine-generated logic clause is 513 

“considered_by(Designation_f, International_fire_code_development_committee).” The predicate-514 

level performance treats this predicate as one incorrect predicate. The predicate element -level 515 

performance treats this predicate as three elements , two of which are correct and one is incorrect. 516 

Because of the phenomenon that predicates could be partially correct. Predicate element -level 517 

accuracy could provide a more accurate evaluation regarding the performance of the ruleset 518 

expansion method and pattern matching-based rules. 519 

The performance of the expanded pattern matching-based regulatory information transformation 520 

ruleset is summarized in Table 2. The performance was measured at the predicate level and the 521 

predicate element level. The experiment focuses on logic clauses about quantitative requirements 522 

because the original ruleset focused on quantitative requirements. In this research, sentences of 523 

building code provisions and generated logic clauses have a one-to-many mapping relationship. 524 

Patterns, on the other hand, can match the whole sentence or part of a sentence. Regulatory 525 

information that spans over multiple sentences is represented by multiple logic clauses. The o riginal 526 

ruleset filters quantitative and non-quantitative requirements automatically. Therefore, there is no 527 

completely missed logic clause. The logic clauses generated that were not in the gold standard were 528 

counted as false positives. The logic clauses generated that functioned in the same way as those in 529 

the gold standard were counted as true positives. The logic clause-level performance is reported in 530 

Table 3. The predicate element-level performance was higher than the predicate-level performance, 531 

which indicates some predicates were partially correct. Through error analysis, the authors 532 

recognized four main sources of errors: 533 

1. The partially correct predicates. After reviewing machine-generated logic clauses and the gold 534 

standard, the authors found that a significant portion of predicates in machine-generated logic 535 
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clauses were partially correct. For example, when the correct predicate in the gold standard is 536 

“surrounded_by(Buildings,Public_ways),” the expanded ruleset generated a partially correct 537 

predicate “surrounded_by(Chapter_9,Public_ways).” Future development about pattern 538 

matching-based rules could focus more on capturing the correct elements in predicates. 539 

2. The flexibility of B-Prolog logic clauses and the ambiguity of natural language. The flexibility  540 

of B-Prolog logic clauses and the inherent ambiguity of natural language le ft a room of 541 

interpretation for the annotators. In other words, it was possible to represent the same building 542 

code requirement in different predicates. For example, one annotator translated the “minimum 543 

fire resistant rating of 1 hour” to “greater_than(Minimum_fire_resistance_rating, quantity(1, 544 

hour)).” Another annotator translated the same phrase to “equal to 545 

(Minimum_fire_resistance_rating, quantity(1, hour)).” One annotator considered that fire 546 

resistant rating of a subject should be greater than the minimum fire-resistant rating, which is 1 547 

hour. Another annotator considered that this phrase means the minimum fire-resistant rating of 548 

a subject should be 1 hour. Therefore, the precision of the rule generation was affected. A viable 549 

solution to increase inter-annotator agreement may include more detailed and stricter annotation 550 

guidelines. 551 

3. The patterns and terminologies unseen in Chapter 10. Although most regulatory info rmation 552 

patterns in Chapter 5 were captured in Chapter 10, a small amount of regulatory information 553 

patterns were missed. The authors attributed missed building code requirements to unseen 554 

patterns or unique terminologies in Chapter 5. Chapter 5 and Chapter 10 of the IBC 2015 focus 555 

on different topics (i.e., general building height and area, and means of egress , respectively), so 556 

some terminologies in Chapter 5 did not occur in Chapter 10. For example, the erroneous 557 

predicate “unobstructed_to(Be,Room)” was generated instead of “unobstructed_to(Room)” due 558 

to a pattern that did not occur in Chapter 10. Such error will need to be addressed by 559 

accumulatively expanding the training dataset. 560 

4. The backward compatibility requirement. The generality and validity requirements of the 561 

ruleset expansion method ensures the quality of the generated logic clauses and shows a 562 

promising future that pattern matching rule-based regulatory information extraction can 563 

potentially capture all building code requirements with a sufficiently comprehensive set of rules. 564 

However, the compatibility requirement also forbade the removal of any existing rule, which 565 

led to some false positives. In the future, the flexibility of modifying existing rules may need to 566 

be tested. 567 

 568 

Table 2. Performance of Applying Ruleset Expansion Method  569 

 Training Testing 

 Predicate level 
Predicate element 

level 
Predicate level 

Predicate element 
level 

 Before1 After2 Before1 After2 Before1 After2 Before1 After2 

Precision 84.35% 96.31% 87.90% 98.33% 86.17% 95.17% 90.03% 97.48% 

Recall 79.00% 98.38% 81.78% 99.39% 76.84% 96.60% 81.77% 98.65% 

F1-score 81.59% 97.34% 84.73% 98.86% 81.24% 95.88% 85.70% 98.06% 
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1 Performance of the original ruleset, which is the ruleset before the application of the ruleset expansion method. 
2 Performance of the expanded ruleset, which is the ruleset after the application of the ruleset expansion method.  

 

Table 3. Logic Clause-Level Performance 570 

 Training  Testing 

 Before1 After2 Before1 After2 

Precision 89.86% 100.00% 93.81% 100.00% 

Recall 98.27% 99.68% 96.81% 97.98% 

F1-score 93.87% 99.84% 95.29% 98.98% 
1 Performance of the original ruleset, which is the ruleset before the application of the ruleset expansion method.  
2 Performance of the expanded ruleset, which is the ruleset after the application of the ruleset expansion method.  

6. Real-World Case Study 571 

The proposed ruleset expansion method was also evaluated in a real-world test case (Figure 4). The 572 

test case was based on a convention store in Texas  to be checked against Chapter 5 and Chapter 10 573 

of the IBC 2015. The BIM model and compliance checking report for the convention store were 574 

provided by an industry partner of this research. According to the compliance checking report, five 575 

applicable logic clauses in those sections were selected in the test case. Building design information 576 

was extracted from the BIM model of the test case and further elaborated to fit the needs of the case 577 

study. To make the test case comprehensive, three non-compliance instances with the applicable 578 

logic clauses were added into the design information. In the test run, all three non-compliance 579 

instances were successfully detected. Example checked logic clauses and corresponding non-580 

compliance instances are shown in Table 4.  581 

 582 

Figure 4. A Real-World Test Case for ACC. 583 

 584 

Table 4. Checked Logic Clauses  585 
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Section 

in IBC 

2015 

Building code 

requirement 
Logic clause    

Non-

compliance 

instance 

1010 

“The required capacity 

of each door opening 

shall be sufficient for the 

occupant load thereof 

and shall provide a 

minimum clear width of 

32 inches (813 mm).” [1] 

compliance_door_opening(Door_opening

):-

required_capacity(Required_capacity),do

or_opening(Door_opening),has(Door_ope

ning,Required_capacity),sufficient(Door_

opening),for(Door_opening,Occupant_loa

d),occupant_load(Occupant_load),provide

(Required_capacity,Minimum_clear_widt

h),minimum_clear_width(Minimum_clear

_width),equal_to(Minimum_clear_width,

quantity(32,inches)).). 

A door 

opening 

provided a 

clear width 

of 27 inches. 

1010 

“The height of door 

openings shall be not 

less than 80 inches 

(2032mm).” [1] 

compliance_height_of_door_openings(Do

or_openings):-

height(Height),door_openings(Door_open

ings),has(Door_openings,Height),not 

less_than(Height,quantity(80,inches)). 

The height of 

a door 

opening is 72 

inches. 

506 

 

“To qualify for an area 

factor increase based on 

frontage, the public way 

or open space adjacent 

to the building 

perimeter shall have a 

minimum distance (W) 

of 20 feet (6096 mm) 

measured at right angles 

from the building face 

to any of the following:” 

[1] 

compliance_Frontage(Frontage):-

qualify_for(Qualify,Area_factor_increase

),qualify(Qualify),area_factor_increase(A

rea_factor_increase),based_on(Area_facto

r_increase,Frontage),(frontage(Frontage);

public_way(Frontage);open_space(Fronta

ge)),minimum_distance(Minimum_distan

ce),has(Building_perimeter,Minimum_dis

tance),measured_at(Frontage,Right_angle

s),right_angles(Right_angles),from(Right

_angles,Building_face),building_face(Bui

lding_face),equal_to(Minimum_distance,

quantity(20,feet)),associated(Frontage,Mi

nimum_distance). 

The distance 

from the 

building face 

is 18 feet. 

7. Robustness 586 

In the experiment illustrated above, the proposed method was tested for expanding the range of 587 

checkable building code requirements to new chapters of building codes, which are in different 588 

domains/topics of the building code from which the original ruleset was initially developed. To 589 

further evaluate the robustness of the expanded ruleset, the authors also tested it on processing 590 

construction contracts, a fundamentally different type of construction documents compared to 591 

building codes. Nine free and openly available construction contracts or construction contract 592 

templates were collected. In total, 185 sentences were extracted from these contracts. The expanded 593 

ruleset was then executed to convert the extracted sentences in construction contracts to logic 594 

clauses. The performance of the expanded ruleset is illustrated in Table 5. Examples of contract 595 

contents and corresponding logic clauses generated are shown in Table 6. The results show the 596 
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robustness of the expanded ruleset is promising (although not perfect) for processing construction 597 

documents beyond the original intent of building codes. 598 

 599 

Table 5. Performance on Processing Construction Contract 600 

 Predicate level Predicate element level 

Precision 90.52% 97.20% 

Recall 92.92% 98.42% 

F1-score 91.70% 97.81% 

 601 

Table 6. Examples of Contract Sentences and Corresponding Logic Clauses Generated 602 

 Contract sentence Logic clause 

Two copies of the Contract 

Documents shall be signed by the 

Owner and the Contractor.[84] 

compliance_Owner3(Owner):-

number_prep(Number),copies(Copies),has(Copies,Number),contract_do

cuments(Contract_Documents),has(Contract_Documents,Copies),(owne

r(Owner);contractor(Owner)),signed_by(Contract_Documents,Owner),e

qual_to(Number,quantity(2,one)). 

Contractor shall maintain in a safe 

place at the Property one record 

copy of all drawings, specifications, 

addenda, written amendments, and 

the like in good order and annotated 

to show all changes made during 

construction, which will be 

delivered to Owner upon 

completion of the Work. [85] 

compliance_Number1(Number):-

maintain_in(Contractor,Safe_place),contractor(Contractor),safe_place(S

afe_place),at(Safe_place,Property),property(Property),number_prep(Nu

mber),record_copy(Record_copy),has(Record_copy,Number),drawings(

Drawings),has(Drawings,Record_copy),like_in(Like,Good_order),like(
Like),good_order(Good_order),to_show(Good_order,Changes),changes(

Changes),made_during(Changes,Construction),construction(Constructio

n),delivered_to(Good_order,Owner),owner(Owner),upon(Owner,Compl

etion),completion(Completion),work(Work),has(Work,Completion),equ

al_to(Number,quantity(1,one)),associated(Safe_place,Good_order).  

If the final amount of the 

ALLOWANCE work is less than 

the ALLOWANCE line item 

amount listed in the Agreement, a 

credit will be issued to Owner after 

all billings related to this particular 

line item ALLOWANCE work 

have been received by Contractor. 

[86] 

compliance_Final_amount7(Final_amount):-
final_amount(Final_amount),if(Final_amount),allowance_work(ALLO

WANCE_work),has(ALLOWANCE_work,Final_amount),allowance_li

ne_item_amount(ALLOWANCE_line_item_amount),listed_in(ALLOW

ANCE_line_item_amount,Agreement),agreement(Agreement),credit(Cr

edit),owner(Owner),issued_to(Credit,Owner),after(Owner,Billings),billi

ngs(Billings),related_to(Billings,This_particular_line_item_ALLOWAN

CE_work),this_particular_line_item_allowance_work(This_particular_li

ne_item_ALLOWANCE_work),received_by(This_particular_line_item

_ALLOWANCE_work,Contractor),contractor(Contractor),less_than(Fin

al_amount,quantity(1,ALLOWANCE_line_item_amount)). 

 603 

8. Contributions to the Body of Knowledge  604 

This research contributes to the body of knowledge in four main ways. First, this research proves 605 

the feasibility of expanding the range of checkable building code requirements by expanding an 606 

existing regulatory information transformation ruleset. The authors expanded the range of checkable 607 

building code requirements of an automated code compliance checking system to cover Chapter 5 608 

and Chapter 10 of the IBC 2015. This expansion was achieved by 64 new rules. It shows that 609 

different chapters of the IBC share similar patterns , and the number of new pattern matching-based 610 
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rules needed to expand the range of checkable code requirements is small. Second, this research 611 

proposed a new ruleset expansion method. This method ensures the quality of added pattern -612 

matching-based rules and, therefore, the quality of logic clauses generated by the pattern matching-613 

based rules. In a previous study, three hundred and six rules were developed to cover two chapters 614 

of building code. In comparison, only s ixty-four new rules were developed to cover two new 615 

chapters of building code. This research shows that the marginal cost of expanding the range of 616 

checkable building code requirements is low. It provides a workable and low-cost method to expand 617 

the range of checkable code requirements of ACC systems. The cost of expanding the range of 618 

checkable building codes by expanding an existing regulatory information transformation ruleset 619 

could further decrease in the future as the number of existing rules increases, because building codes 620 

share similar patterns and the number of unseen patterns in new building codes could decrease as 621 

existing pattern matching-based rules cover more patterns in building codes. Future researchers and 622 

developers can adopt this method to expand the range of checkable code requirements of the ACC 623 

system and bring the ACC system to full deployment in the AEC industry. While the research 624 

focuses on processing building codes, the testing results of transforming construction contracts show 625 

that the proposed ruleset expansion method is potentially robust in processing different types of 626 

construction documents. Third, this research also generated a dataset of building codes in logic 627 

clauses. This dataset can facilitate other regulatory information transformation research, such as 628 

machine learning-based logic clause generation. Last but not least, this research facilities the 629 

adoption of ACC in the AEC industry. With an expanded range of checkable code requirements, the 630 

utility of ACC is enhanced. ACC can reduce the time, cost, and human-errors in code compliance 631 

checking and encourages the AEC industry to shift towards a digital paradigm. 632 

9. Conclusion 633 

The paper presents a ruleset expansion method that can extend the range of checkable code 634 

requirements of ACC systems to different chapters of the International Building Code (IBC), which 635 

can potentially be applied to other codes beyond the IBC and other construction documents  such as 636 

contracts. It takes an iterative approach to ensure the generality and validity of the added pattern 637 

matching-based rules and the generated logic clauses. Experimental results on Chapters 5 and 10 of 638 

IBC 2015 showed the expanded ruleset generated logic clauses with 95.17% predicate-level 639 

precision, 96.60% predicate-level recall, and 95.88% predicate-level F1-score. This performance 640 

proved the effectiveness of the ruleset expansion method and the expanded ruleset. Through error 641 

analysis, the authors attributed the remaining errors to the flexibility of B-Prolog language, the 642 

ambiguity in natural language, missed building code requirement patterns, and the compatibility  643 

requirement. The authors also suggested solutions to further increase the performance of the ruleset 644 

expansion method, such as expanding the training dataset and providing stricter annotation 645 

guidelines. This research also presents a dataset of logic clauses. This dataset has the potential to 646 

facilitate research on different regulatory information transformation approaches, such as machine 647 

learning-based logic clause generation. The research findings in this study can be used to build fully 648 
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automated building code compliance checking systems with wider code requirements coverage than 649 

the state of the art. The demonstrated decreasing marginal cost of transformation rule development 650 

and high predicate-level performance renders the rule-based processing of building code 651 

requirements promising to bring fully automated building code compliance checking to real-world  652 

applications. Future research is needed to discover the boundary of the theoretical “superset” of 653 

common patterns used in building code transformation rules , for guiding the practical 654 

implementation of the demonstrated rule-based processing of building code requirements in real 655 

ACC systems. Furthermore, the successful demonstration of such processing in construction 656 

contracts in this study helps open the door to rule-based processing of a variety of textual documents 657 

in the AEC industry, to support future automation and AI applications  in the AEC industry.  658 
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boundary relation, gerund or present participle verb, [candidate subject, 969 

complementary subject, comparative relation]. 970 

4. [complementary subject, candidate subject, candidate compliance checking 971 

attribute], past participle verb, comparative relation, value, unit, conjunctive term, 972 

comparative relation, value, unit. 973 

5. complementary subject, modal verb, base form verb, value, unit, comparative 974 

relation, comparative relation, conjunctive term, value, unit, adjective, preposition, 975 

candidate subject. 976 

6. [complementary subject, candidate subject, candidate compliance checking 977 

attribute], modal verb, negation, base form verb, comparative relation, value, unit, 978 

preposition, complementary subject. 979 

7. [candidate subject, complementary subject, comparative relation], gerund or 980 

present participle verb, inter clause boundary relation, [candidate subject, 981 

complementary subject, comparative relation]. 982 

8. [candidate subject, complementary subject], inter clause boundary relation, 983 

[ candidate subject, complementary subject], inter clause boundary relation 984 

9. [candidate subject, complementary subject], slash “/”, [candidate subject, 985 

complementary subject]. 986 

10.  candidate compliance checking attribute, indicating “part_of” or “belongs_to” 987 

relation by the term “of”, for each, candidate subject. 988 

11.  candidate subject, relation verb, inter clause boundary relation, candidate subject 989 

12.  candidate compliance checking attribute, modal verb, base form verb, negation, 990 

comparative relation, candidate compliance checking attribute. 991 

13.  value, complementary subject, preposition, for each, value, unit, indicating 992 

“part_of” or “belongs_to” relation by the term “of”, candidate compliance 993 

checking attribute. 994 

14.  [ candidate subject, complementary subject, candidate compliance checking 995 

attribute], preposition, for each.. 996 

15.  [complementary subject, candidate subject, candidate compliance checking 997 

attribute], [non-3rd person singular present verb, modal verb, base form 998 

verb],possessive subject restriction, value,[complementary subject, candidate 999 

subject, candidate compliance checking attribute]. 1000 

16.  [complementary subject, candidate subject, candidate compliance checking 1001 

attribute], [non-3rd person singular present verb, base form verb, 3rd person 1002 

singular present verb], comparative relation, value, [complementary subject, 1003 

candidate subject, candidate compliance checking attribute]. 1004 

17.  [candidate subject, complementary subject, comparative relation], inter clause 1005 
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boundary relation, conjunctive term, [candidate subject, complementary subject, 1006 

comparative relation]. 1007 

18.  complementary subject, preposition, complementary subject, modal verb, negation, 1008 

base form verb, candidate compliance checking attribute. 1009 

19.  [complementary subject, candidate subject, candidate compliance checking 1010 

attribute], indicating “part_of” or “belongs_to” relation by the term “of”, 1011 

complementary subject, non-3rd person singular present verb,3rd person singular 1012 

present verb, negation, comparative relation, value, unit. 1013 

20.  [candidate subject, complementary subject, candidate compliance checking 1014 

attribute], for “with” or “with in” relation, [candidate subject, complementary 1015 

subject, candidate compliance checking attribute]. 1016 

21.  base form verb, preposition, [candidate subject, complementary subject, candidate 1017 

compliance checking attribute. 1018 

22.  candidate subject, modal verb, negation, base form verb, candidate subject. 1019 

23.  [candidate subject, candidate compliance checking attribute], relation verb, 1020 

[complementary subject, candidate compliance checking attribute], inter clause 1021 

boundary relation, complementary subject. 1022 

24.  [candidate subject, complementary subject, comparative relation], indicating 1023 

“part_of” or “belongs_to” relation by the term “of”, for each, [candidate subject, 1024 

complementary subject, comparative relation]. 1025 

25.  complementary subject, character, cardinal number. 1026 

26.  [candidate subject, candidate compliance checking attribute], indicating “part_of” 1027 

or “belongs_to” relation by the term “of”, value, unit, adjective. 1028 

27.  candidate compliance checking attribute, gerund or present participle verb, inter 1029 

clause boundary relation, [candidate subject, complementary subject, comparative 1030 

relation, candidate compliance checking attribute]. 1031 

28.  [complementary subject, candidate subject, candidate compliance checking 1032 

attribute], preposition, [complementary subject, candidate subject, candidate 1033 

compliance checking attribute], [preposition, the word “to”], [complementary 1034 

subject, candidate subject, candidate compliance checking attribute]. 1035 

29.  complementary subject, modal verb, base form verb, preposition, candidate subject, 1036 

value. 1037 

30.  candidate compliance checking attribute, modal verb, negation, base form verb, the 1038 

word “to”, candidate subject. 1039 

31.  [complementary subject, candidate subject, candidate compliance checking 1040 

attribute], relation verb, value, unit, conjunctive term, value, unit. 1041 

32.  complementary subject, modal verb, base form verb, negation, comparative 1042 

relation, value, unit, preposition, candidate compliance checking attribute. 1043 

33.  candidate compliance checking attribute, conjunctive term, past participle verb, 1044 

candidate compliance checking attribute. 1045 
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34.  [candidate subject, complementary subject, candidate compliance checking 1046 

attribute, comparative relation], 3rd person singular present verb, past participle 1047 

verb. 1048 

35.  [complementary subject, candidate compliance checking attribute], modal verb, 1049 

base form verb, relation verb, [complementary subject, candidate subject, 1050 

candidate compliance checking attribute. 1051 

36.  candidate subject, modal verb, negation, base form verb, candidate compliance 1052 

checking attribute. 1053 

37.  preposition, value, unit, candidate subject. 1054 

38.  modal verb, negation, base form verb, [adjective, past participle verb, past tense 1055 

verb] 1056 

39.  value, unit, preposition, candidate subject. 1057 

40.  preposition, value, unit, indicating “part_of” or “belongs_to” relation by the term 1058 

“of”, candidate subject. 1059 

41.  relation verb, candidate compliance checking attribute, indicating “part_of” or 1060 

“belongs_to” relation by the term “of”, cardinal number, conjunctive term, 1061 

comparative adjective. 1062 

42.  preposition, past participle verb, candidate compliance checking attribute. 1063 

43.  complementary subject, the word “to”, value, complementary subject. 1064 

44.  negation, comparative relation, value, slash “/”, unit, candidate compliance 1065 

checking attribute. 1066 

45.  candidate subject, possessive subject restriction. 1067 

46.  complementary subject, candidate compliance checking attribute. 1068 

47.  preposition, value, unit, candidate subject, indicating “part_of” or “belongs_to” 1069 

relation by the term “of”, candidate compliance checking attribute. 1070 

48.  complementary subject, modal verb, possessive subject restriction, complementary 1071 

subject. 1072 

49.  complementary subject, candidate subject, candidate compliance checking 1073 

attribute], value, conjunctive term, comparative adjective, [complementary subject, 1074 

candidate subject, candidate compliance checking attribute]. 1075 

50.  adjective, indicating “part_of” or “belongs_to” relation by the term “of”, 1076 

[candidate subject, complementary subject, candidate compliance checking 1077 

attribute]. 1078 

51.  preposition, value, unit, preposition, candidate compliance checking attribute. 1079 

52.  candidate compliance checking attribute, indicating “part_of” or “belongs_to” 1080 

relation by the term “of”, value, unit, the word “to”, value, unit. 1081 

53.  [candidate subject, complementary subject, candidate compliance checking 1082 

attribute, comparative relation], indicating “part_of” or “belongs_to” relation by 1083 

the term “of’, gerund or present participle verb, [candidate subject, complementary 1084 

subject, candidate compliance checking attribute, comparative relation]. 1085 
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54.  comparative relation, value, [candidate subject, complementary subject]. 1086 

55.  [candidate subject, complementary subject, candidate compliance checking 1087 

attribute, comparative relation], indicating “part_of” or “belongs_to” relation by 1088 

the term “of”, comparative adjective, [candidate subject, complementary subject, 1089 

candidate compliance checking attribute, comparative relation]. 1090 

56.  complementary subject, candidate subject, candidate compliance checking 1091 

attribute], negation, comparative relation, value, [complementary subject, 1092 

candidate subject, candidate compliance checking attribute]. 1093 

57.  candidate subject, gerund or present participle verb, candidate compliance 1094 

checking attribute, indicating “part_of” or “belongs_to” relation by the term “of”, 1095 

comparative relation, value. 1096 

58.  negation, comparative relation, value, indicating “part_of” or “belongs_to” relation 1097 

by the term “of”, candidate compliance checking attribute, indicating “part_of” or 1098 

“belongs_to” relation by the term “of”, complementary subject. 1099 

59.  candidate compliance checking attribute, modal verb, base form verb, past 1100 

participle verb. 1101 

60.  negation, comparative relation, value, indicating “part_of” or “belongs_to” relation 1102 

by the term “of”, candidate compliance checking attribute. 1103 

61.  candidate compliance checking attribute, 3rd person singular present verb, 1104 

negation, comparative relation, value, unit. 1105 

62.  candidate subject, comparative relation, value, preposition, complementary subject.  1106 

63.  negation, possessive subject restriction, comparative relation, value, unit, 1107 

indicating “part_of” or “belongs_to” relation by the term “of”, candidate 1108 

compliance checking attribute. 1109 

64.  candidate subject, preposition, comparative relation, value, unit. 1110 

 1111 

Note: A pair of square brackets encloses different options that can be used in that specific slot of the 1112 

pattern. 1113 
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